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About This Game

Lone Vessel is a top-down, roguelike space shooter. You are a small ship that must prepare for the invasion and survive as long
as possible!

Play-throughs

Each play-through has two phases. The first being preparation, in which you explore the void and complete missions in order to
gain credits, weapons and items.

The second phase is the invasion, in which the player faces against increasingly frequent attacks of exotic enemies.
The game is roguelike, with persistent attributes like scores and load-outs.

Load-outs
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Load-outs are different starting ships. Some emphasize different strategies (e.g. being tanky, running away, etc.), with different
weapons and items. Load-outs are discovered and unlocked by doing a variety of things in the game.

Armaments

An assortment of weapons can be obtained. Some weapons can shock chains of enemies, buffet them back, or pierce through
multiple enemies for added effectiveness!

Items can heal you, teleport you, spawn in friendly ships, place down buildings, and more!

Integration

Achievements can be unlocked in-game.
When the game becomes eligible, trading cards will be added.

Xbox 360 controllers are not supported. Note that the game can be played with or without a controller.

The game can run without a graphics card, but for the steam overlay to properly hook, it is highly recommended that you have
one of the graphics cards listed in the recommended specs.

More information on recommended graphics cards: bottom of page
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Title: Lone Vessel
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cobalt Flow Studios
Publisher:
Cobalt Flow Studios
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 64 bit

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL version 1.2 or higher (if enabled in settings)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: JRE is bundled with the game. Able to run without a graphics card.
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